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The low cost affiliated with flyers makes it the most popular tool in the market with the printing
business always occupied with work related to printing flyers. Flyers offer an efficient way to
promote a marketing campaign. Flyers were originally available in black/white print and the prints
rolled upto thousands at extremely low cost for marketing an event

Flyers can be handed out on the street, to any person walking by or even posted on bulletin boards,
or just be given during events. Flyers can be printed and delivered at high speed and mostly have
lower resolution images than standard brochures which help in lowering the cost of production but
still proving to be effective. If you are looking for high resolution prints, brochure printing is the way
to go.

Vibrant color printing for flyers is good for making folders and media kits. Many companies give the
chance to design, customize, and order the flyer stationery online too. The flyers serve to project the
first impression of your company /identity and some companies even use international standard
quality papers for delivery. All flyers can either be printed by using the same full color offset
technology or one can even change machines for delivering different results.

The key benefits of flyer printing from a reputed printing company include:

Online Design Studio for corporate stationery customization and flyer printing

Thousands of ready-made templates and logos available

Ability to save designs in different formats and even online

Reorder option for a one-click checkout process

Matching stationery sets with letterheads and flyers

Delivery anywhere with regular and express modes of shipment

Most printing companies also offer printing of business cards, letterheads and envelopes other than
flyer printing and brochure printing. Custom specifications can be entered and prints can be
delivered too. One can get things printed on different items too.

Flyers are versatile enough print materials which can effectively promote your products and
services, and even publicize important events and functions. The target market can be addressed
effectively with flyers and that too in a customized way.

Flyers are effective as mentioned in various modes but to make real attention-grabbing flyers, print
quality paper should be in full color.

More than brochures, flyers can make the first impression at a lower cost because the concept can
be effectively shown and delivered to local people. Additionally, the ROI is very high in terms of
flyers since with full color flyers, brochures, the audience looks for what is in it for them. Great
looking, promotional flyers can compel anyone for trying out a service or a product. Additionally,
flyers can be printed at short notice so there is fast turnaround time from most printing companies to
meet a delivery deadline. There are chances that you will save a lot of time and money by using
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flyers. The reach and the target audience are usually high too. Do not worry about low resolution
prints since they serve well to reduce the costs. Do try to keep a good contrast ratio in types and
background so that the effect is clear enough.
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